Market environment and Repower’s positioning
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A market dominated by uncertainty
Current developments

•
•
•

Energy transition
(decarbonisation of energy
supply)

•
•
•

New gas capacity
(shale gas/LNG)
New electricity
capacity

Electricity
market

Nuclear phase-out
Liberalisation
Regulation
•
•

•
•

Forex volatility
Economic crises

Poor demand
Low commodity prices
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Impressive development in market prices
Development of commodities prices, October 2013 to October 2014

-10%

-20%

-9%

+7%
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Low price expectations at the long end
EEX Germany

•

Low expectations at
the long end

•

Cal17 prices eroded
18% over 12
months

• Lower price erosion
Cal15 (10%)
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Repower is working on the basis of 3 price scenarios
Market scenarios
Regulated scenario

Competition scenario

Developments in the system driven by
influence of politics:

Developments in the system driven by
competition:

Shift to competition from current
regulated situation:

Repower scenario

•

DEMAND
Moderate increase from 2020

• DEMAND
Moderate increase from 2020

• DEMAND
Moderate increase from 2020

•

RENEWABLES
RES promotional mechanisms remain

• RENEWABLES
No promotional mechanisms for RES
from 2020

• RENEWABLES
Market model (e.g. quota) from 2020

•

ETS MARKET
Current scheme with regulated price
limits

•

GRID
Integrated connection developed via
increase in capacity

• GRID
Current grid situation optimised

•

THERMAL PLANTS
Phase-out of nuclear implemented in
DE, CH, BE
Coal capacity declines
Capacity payments

• THERMAL PLANTS
Phase-out of nuclear implemented in
DE, CH, BE
Coal capacity declines
There is a market for flexibility

• ETS MARKET
The scheme becomes the driver of
decarbonisation in the EU

• ETS MARKET
Begins as in regular scenario, shifting
to competition scenario from 2025
• GRID
Shift from regulated to competitive
scenario from 2025
• THERMAL PLANTS
From regulated to competition
scenario
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The effects on core business are not clearly discernible
Long-term development
Energy market
driven by customers
Electricity market
influenced equally by
transmission, storage,
generation and consumption

E-mobility gains
significant
market share
New grid
technologies

“Ethical” behaviour

2020

Traditional RES
technologies
marketable

2030

Retail electricity
markets fully
developed

2040

2050

New storage
technologies widely
available
Electricity sector “carbon free”

End of “old” RES
promotional mechanism
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A paradigm shift is taking place
Innovation themes
Change in
design of
market

Overcapacity
reduced

Decentralised
generation
integrated

Managed
consumption

Stochastic
generation
expanded

Surplus
generation
stored
…

E-mobility
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Political developments are still uncertain
Current developments

•

•

•

•

Liberalisation
•

Market liberalisation scheduled for 2018

•

Lack of agreement in industry and the public

Energy transition in Switzerland
•

1st package of measures under debate in parliament

•

Subsidy models further cemented

CH/EU collaboration
•

EU electricity and energy agreement open

•

Dialogue on “technical” level

International developments
•

Ongoing discussion on carbon policy approach

•

Amended legislation on cogeneration expected in
Germany
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Strategic positioning takes account of uncertainty
Scenarios

•

Growth potential in new tech business

•

Harnessing existing competences and
developing new ones

•

Optimising existing business

•

Selected investment in subsidised assets

•

Extending partner model to strengthen our
position

Regulated
scenario
Repower
scenario
Competition
scenario
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We must further consolidate our current position
Core business

• Strict cost control
• Operating costs optimised further

• Focused investment
Vertically integrated in
key markets

• Replacement investment optimised
• Safeguarding value of Chlus/Lagobianco projects
• Capitalising on opportunities (merchant line,
cogeneration)

• Capitalising on market opportunities

• Developing sales business with a view to margins
(services, etc.)

• Continuing to develop trading business
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Repower’s project portfolio has been heavily reduced
Leverkusen CCGT (combined heat and power)
• Major progress in a very attractive project
• EPC supplier decided: GE/Iberdrola
• Ongoing discussions with potential partners on acquisition of at least 50%

Decision on LNTP
possibly in 2015

• Steam supply agreement and cogeneration subsidy assured

Chlus (project of national importance)
• At around 220 GWh, biggest hydro project in Switzerland
• Voters in all concession-granting municipalities gave go-ahead in 2014
• Ongoing discussions on support for new large hydro projects

Go-ahead for
construction
depends on
political decisions

Lagobianco
• Pumped storage plants crucially important to energy transition
• Government has approved concessions
• Assuring main components and refurbishment of existing assets by project
framework approval
• Challenging energy industry and regulatory environment

Go-ahead for
construction not
foreseeable for
the time being
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The gas business currently delivers substantial
contributions
Market opportunities: the gas business
First deliveries of gas to end customers

TAG capacity acquired for 20 years
Transport licence for Italy/Austria
Connection to north/west route
Expanding storage capacity

600
500
400
300
200

Sales in EUR million

100
0

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014
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Collaboration with SBB (Swiss Railways) for further
expansion of service business
Market opportunities: services

Repower supplies:

• Power plant optimisation
tools
• Access to wholesale
market
• One of Switzerland's largest consumers of
electricity
• Consumes 2.7 TWh of electricity a year
•
• Generates 1.9 TWh of its own electricity a year
• 1,900 kilometres of lines
• 6 frequency inverters

Market information
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New fields of business are being developed
New fields of business

Growth
3rd level
New fields of business

•

Example: home energy
management

New margin
2nd level
New technology

•

Example: SES

Margin underpinned
1st level
New services

•

Example: Verde Dentro
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Energy services is not a new business; the challenge lies
in system integration
Development of new fields of business

System integration

Repower's focus
on new fields of business
Energy
controlling

Processes/
motors
Electricity
consulting

Lighting

Energy consulting

Installation
technology

E-mobility
Process
automation

Smart
buildings

Demand-side
management
Smart grid

Municipal
lighting

Energy technology

Convergence

Technological development

•
•
•

Convergence of ICT and energy increasingly important
Data and information management key factor
Ability to forge partnerships across industries a basic requirement
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In Switzerland we are positioning ourselves with new
solutions
Developments in new fields of business

•

25 customers

•

4,000 customers

•

Important tool for acquisition of
SBB

•

K and M Box 2.0 ready
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We are also a trendsetter in our other markets
Developments in new fields of business

•
•

> 650 customers, including
e-mobility
Stable contributions to margin

•

> 75 IPPs under contract

•

Substantial contribution in terms of
optimising procurement
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New fields of business are already impacting earnings
Development of contributions to earnings
7.5

Impact on EBIT in CHF
million

•

Contribution to earnings
already more than
CHF 2 million

•

Substantial increases
budgeted for 2015 and 2016

•

Potential for improvement is
there

5

2.5

0
2013
actual

2014
expected

Securing margins

2015
budget

2016
budget

Services, core business

2017
budget

New businesses
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Repower has important competences by comparison with
its industry peers
Core competences
What do we do better than
the competition?

What do we do as well as
the competition?

What competences do we
have to develop?

1.

Time to market

1.

High quality of service

1.

ICT competence to manage
convergence

2.

Management of agents’
network

2.

Ability to develop innovative
products and services

2.

3.

Proximity of generation,
trading and sales

3.

Ability to forge partnerships

Integrated portfolio
(electricity, gas, certificates
and services)

3.

Supply chain management
service business
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Our strategic objectives have been completed
Strategy

KPIs and target

EVA

> CHF –50 million
over the next ten
years

Investment grade
rating

≥ BBB+

Net debt to EBITDA

2 to 3

We have good risk-bearing capacity

Equity ratio

35-45%

We are an attractive employer

Commitment by
external
comparison*

>75

We are profitable and generate returns for
our shareholders

We are solidly financed

*According to findings of employee survey
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Repower dependent on interest and exchange rate
developments
Interest rates in decline again since the beginning of 2014, EUR/CHF also lower

10-year CHF swap

EUR/CHF exchange rate
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Repower’s financial development
2013

2013

20121

2011

2010

2009

Before
exceptional items

Total operating revenue

CHF m

Balance sheet total
Equity ratio

2,365

2,365

2,372

2,523

2,267

1,959

CHF m

2,043

2,302

2,367

2,269

2,245

%

39

42

39

40

40

Energy gross margin

CHF m

305

255

351

381

359

326

EBITDA

CHF m

128

74

148

167

215

195

EBIT

CHF m

74

-150

83

76

163

137

Profit including minorities

CHF m

33

-152

31

54

80

111

Economic value added

CHF m

-188

-29

6

29

-

Operating cash flow

CHF m

69

54

138

115

138

Net debt

CHF m

328

381

317

371

320

2.42

2.6

1.9

1.7

1.6

%

28.1

26.7

34.1

39.9

44.6

CHF m

49

109

86

73

72

FTE

707

746

709

682

656

GWh

17,012

15,958

18,864

19,686

14,432

1,500,614

639,783

591,348

235,601

n.a.

Net debt to EBITDA
FFO/net debt
Capex
Headcount3
Electricity sales
Gas sales
1) Restated

1,000 m3
2) Before exceptional items

3) Without trainees and sales consultants in Italy
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Development of net debt to EBITDA under control
Net debt stagnating, but EBITDA also declining
Development of net debt to EBITDA from 2010 to 2014 (unadjusted)
400

3.0

2.5

300
2.0

250
200

1.5

150

1.0

100
0.5

50
0

Net debt to EBITDA

Net debt to EBITDA in CHF m

350

0.0
2010

2011

Net debt
Nettoverschuldung

2012

EBITDA

2013

30.06.2014

Debt Factor

2011 EBITDA excluding one-time effect of release of provisions for transport rights
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Financial policy grounded on three pillars
Repower has a variety of measures to ensure successful implementation of financial policy

Healthy balance
sheet structure

• Net debt to EBITDA not greater than three over a period of
several years
• Operating cash flow covers investment and dividends over a
period of several years

Good liquidity

• Dynamic approach to minimum liquidity
• Adequate cover thanks to unused but assured lines of credit
totalling CHF 160 million at various banks
• Forward-looking management of liquidity and maturities of
financing

Adequate finance

• Access to capital markets assured at all times
• Financing instruments with fairly long maturities and fixed
interest rates matching business profile
• Forward-looking financial planning taking account of interest
and exchange rate developments
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Repower is financed long term
Repower has already secured long-term refinancing for a significant portion of 2016 maturities

Repower has placed an EUR 80 million registered bond issue to
profit from low interest rates in 2014
Maturity structure of the debt portfolio as at 27 Oct 14 (CHF million)
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
2015

2016

Privatplatzierungen
Private placements

2017

2018

2019

Bank credit,incl.
incl.Zinsswaps
interest
Bankkredite
rate swaps

2020
Anleihen
Bonds

2021

2022

2023

2024

>2024

Other credits
and
incl.incl.
residual
purchase obligations
Sonstige
Kredite
& loans,
Darlehen
Restkaufverpflichtungen
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Working capital management covers all markets
Markets are measured in terms of their targets on an ongoing basis

• Working capital figures (DSO/DIO/DPO) for the
various markets are monitored on an ongoing basis
• Targets agreed with individual markets
• Comparison with peer group
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Working capital management focusing on Italy and CH
Working capital management has yielded one-time free cash flow effect of more than CHF 60 m

Optimised end customer billing
-> Working capital effect of CHF 15-20 million

Switzerland

Introduction of accounts payable workflow
system -> optimised payment management
Factoring for old overdue receivables
-> working capital effect of CHF 18 million

Italy

Optimised accounts receivable management
-> working capital effect of CHF 6 million
Reverse factoring -> working capital effect of
CHF 12 million
Introduction of accounts payable workflow
system -> optimised payment management

2014

2015

2016

Receivables
Payables
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Sale of non-operational real estate under way
Realisable revenues from the sale of non-business-critical real estate
2014-17

• Repower owns
numerous nonoperational
properties

Sale of non-operational real estate
15

10

• Project launched to
sell real estate
5

0
2014

2015

2016

2017

• Realisable revenues
around CHF 25
million
32

Sale of swissgrid interest being examined
A potential sale is being looked into and discussed, with decisions expected by 1Q15
Values in CHF million as per IFRS

30

20

• In the communications
surrounding the publication
of its interim 2014 results,
Repower announced that it
was looking into a sale
• Disposal dependent on
suitable buyer and
investment opportunities

10

0

Convertible bond

Shares

• Examination and discussion
of potential sale at an
advanced stage, with
decisions expected by 1Q15
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Implementation of efficiency programme better than
expected
Efficiency programme will yield more than CHF 15 m in 2014, and more than CHF 25 m in 2015

• Headcount
significantly reduced
since 2013
• Efficiency measures
having greatest
impact on other
operating expenses
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Your contacts at Repower
Kurt Bobst

Stefan Kessler

CEO

CFO

kurt.bobst@repower.com

stefan.kessler@repower.com

Repower AG

T +41 81 839 7111

Via da Clalt 307

F +41 81 839 7299

CH-7742 Poschiavo

www.repower.com
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